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Speakers share cross-cultural experiences in Convocation
Eleanor Legault
Staff Writer

____________________________________

On Friday, Jan. 6, Janet
Anthony, Professor of Music
and George and Marjorie Olsen
Professor of Music and Teacher
of Cello, presented “Adventures in
Music Making: 20 Years of CrossCultural Exchange in Haiti,” at 7
p.m. in the Lawrence Memorial
Chapel. This convocation featured
performances of Haitian music,
performed by the Lawrence
University Cello Ensemble and the
Lawrence Symphony Chamber
Orchestra, and composed by students at Lawrence, as well as
speakers senior Irene Durbak,
alumna Carolyn Desrosiers ’10,
Assistant Professor of Music and
Director of Jazz Studies José
Encarnación and journalist Friz
Valescot. The convocation honored both Professor Anthony’s
work in Haiti and promoted the
nonprofit Building Leaders Using
Music Education (BLUME) Haiti.
In describing her experience
in working in Haiti, Professor
Anthony said that she originally became involved in Haitian
music life when reading the ads
in Strings Magazine, which asked
for a cellist performer in a music
in Port au Prince, Haiti. Upon her
arrival she said that “the wonderful people of this country immediately got under my skin,” and
she was stunned at the “hunger to
learn” that the students exhibited
and the warm reception musicians received. “Music of one kind
or another was the background of
daily life,” Anthony said.
Durbak spoke of the effect
that working in Haiti has had
on her own education and life.
Durbak taught band, percussion
ensemble and orchestra in Haiti,
and said that the experience made
her a “better human and teacher,” and that she “learned more

Anthony accompanied her talk with photos from her work abroad.
Photo by Luke Payne

about kindness and personal confidence,” than she had previously
learned in her life.
In
concordance
with
Professor Anthony’s comments,
Durbak said that the “passion
in students pushed me to do my
personal best,” and that she was
inspired by the energy her students had for music. Durbak was
impressed at the ways in which
music could convey so much,
despite the communication barriers between Creole and English.
Professor
Encarnación

echoed Durbak’s remarks, saying
“the arts are the universal language, and it is our duty to support that.”
A common theme amongst
the speakers was the poverty
in Haiti. After 2010’s devastating earthquake, support from
the Lawrence community led to
a televised concert organized by
local community leader Carolyn
Desrosiers, as well as exchanges between the Holy Trinity
Music School and Lawrence
Conservatory, where the compos-

ers heard onstage attended.
Professor Encarnación said
that the work there was “intense,
but extremely refreshing. There
was so much that they wanted to
learn.” He went on to discuss how
deeply the desire to learn allowed
them to work around the conditions of the music school: one
computer, few desks and instruments in need of repair.
However, in spite of these setbacks, Encarnación was surprised
by the students’ kindness, generosity and desire to learn. “Talent

shone right through the setbacks,”
he said, and was reminded of “how
lucky we are to have all that we
need to learn here at Lawrence.”
Junior, cellist and performer
Mikaela Marget was impressed
by the speakers and the music
played. “It was such a wonderful
experience to play music from a
part of the world that, ordinarily,
I would not have been able to perform, or even [been] exposed to.”
She also said that she was moved
in honoring her teacher, who she
will miss greatly.

Hannah Birch

tor. After serving as a professor
of English and creative writing
and as department chair during her 17 years at Hamilton
College, Kodat began serving as
dean of the division of liberal arts
at the University of the Arts in
Philadelphia in 2012. She is currently dean of the college of arts
and sciences at Lewis & Clark
College in Portland, Ore.
The following is an interview
with Kodat in regard to her new
position as provost.

students?
I have very vivid memories
of very real struggles when I
was an undergraduate. I actually
started out in a conservatory; I
was a piano performance major at
what was then called the Peabody
Conservatory of Music. I was very
excited to go, but I was coming
from Troy, New York, and I was the
only musical person in my family.
I was kind of the anomaly. I had
no sight-singing training; I had no
theory training. I had just played
piano all those years. So when I
got to the conservatory I found
that classes with students whose
parents were orchestra musicians,
who had grown up surrounded by
music, who had perfect pitch, who
knew already how to sight-read. I

New provost to start this year
Staff Writer

____________________________________
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As Lawrentians celebrated the holidays over winter
break, President Mark Burstein
announced the selection of our
future provost and dean of the
faculty, Catherine Gunther Kodat.
The selection committee was
drawn to Kodat’s experience, temperament and love of the liberal
arts. They believe these qualities
make Kodat a worthy replacement
of current Provost and Dean of
the Faculty David Burrows, who
announced his retirement from
the position last spring.
Kodat has enjoyed a long
career within the sphere of liberal
arts institutions as a professor,
program director and administra-
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The interactions of students with the provost often
come at times when they are
struggling academically. What
were your greatest struggles as
a student and how does that
impact your interactions with
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Groups Old and New at Winter Activities Fair
Brittany Beermann
Staff Writer

____________________________________
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Hannah Kinzer

New Hire Spotlight: Kelsey McCormick

Staff Writer
________________________________

Last December, Lawrence
University
hired
Kelsey
McCormick as the new project
specialist in the Office of the
President. McCormick grew
up in Darboy, a city just outside of Appleton. She received
her bachelor’s degree in environmental policy and planning
at the University of Wisconsin–
Green Bay in 2015. When asked
about her interest in the position,
McCormick recalled, “[While
working] for the university at
Green Bay I thought it would be
really cool to be able to work for
a university in my career.” She is
excited to work in the Appleton
area near the city where she
grew up.
Project specialist in the
Office of the President is a new
Venezuela
President Nicolas Maduro
fights the steadily rising levels
of inflation by raising the minimum wage for the fifth time
in the past year. However, for
many Venezuelans, necessities
remain too expensive. Though
the country’s banknotes are
virtually worthless, Maduro
made a decision to begin
printing new bills of a much
higher denomination. The currency exchange did not go as
smoothly as he planned—not
only did a huge amount of anxious people form lines at the
banks, but the new banknotes
did not arrive according to
schedule. Venezuela’s minimum wage is now equivalent
to $12.14 in American dollars. For most of the country’s
workers, food stamps and
worker bonuses are the biggest
sources of income. Maduro
blames his opponents for the
state of Venezuela’s economy.

position. It was created to manage, facilitate and track projects. Examples of projects that
McCormick may work on include
a presentation for Lawrence’s
president, Mark Burstein, and
Lawrence’s
Sustainability,
Tracking, Assessment and Rating
System (STARS) report.
McCormick also noted a
challenging and exciting part of
the position is getting to know
key contacts within the university’s different offices. “What I
want to see myself do in this role
is really be that go-to person for
not only the president’s office but
also the other offices that function in [Sampson House].” She
continued, “I also see myself taking on tasks that the university
really wants to pursue but prior
to me being here just didn’t have
the ability to do. With it being a
new position I guess the possi-

W

bilities are kind of endless.”
McCormick is most excited
to work on projects in sustainability for the university. With a
degree in environmental policy
and planning, work on the STARS
report and sustainability tracking connects to her profession
and personal interests.
McCormick
previously
worked at UW–Green Bay in the
Office of Student Life and as a
resident assistant. She said that
one big difference between her
past experiences and her new
position is working more in
administration and having less
interaction with students. She
hopes her background working
with students will bring key perspectives into her new position.
While
growing
up,
McCormick was only familiar
with Lawrence from what she
could see from College Avenue.

RLD NEWS
Compiled by Eleanor Jersild

England
In protest of the trade union’s push
for full automation of the London
Underground, all “Tube” systems
and ticket offices shut down on
Monday for the “#TubeStrike,” a
tagline gracing many of the tweets
posted by frustrated Londoners.
Along with it came “#Ridiculous,”
and a description of Clapham
Junction’s incredibly crowded
station as a “cattle shed.” Tube
employees are concerned about
the trade union’s desire for job
cuts and the closure of ticket
offices. Sadiq Khan, the mayor of
London, does not appear to share
the same amount of concern, calling the strike “unnecessary.”

McCormick says that one interesting aspect of her new job is
“[seeing] all the different offices
and how they work together and
how unique this campus is with
[all the different] types of buildings.” In particular, she commented on the beauty of Sampson
House and the Warch Campus
Center.
McCormick has been working as project specialist since
December. She says, “It’s a very
cool experience. [There are]
not a lot of positions where you
get to work with someone, like
President Burstein, who has the
opportunity to touch so many
different aspects of this institution as a whole. It’s really cool
to know that I get to work with
people who really get to make a
difference on this campus.”

Russia
Selling cigarettes to people born
in 2014 or later may soon be
banned in Russia. The ban would
continue even after they reach
adulthood, meaning that at some
point, smoking might be illegal for
all Russians. The country has one
of the highest smoking rates in
the world, so it is no surprise that
President Vladimir Putin, known
to be an avid lover of fitness and
health, would like to see that rate
decrease.

Iran
Former Iranian President Akbar
Hashemi Rafsanjani died of a
heart attack at age 82 on Sunday.,
Jan. 8. Rafsanjani served two
terms as Iran’s president and was
a very influential figure in Iranian
politics. After his death, current
President Hassan Rouhani tweeted, “The spirit of the giant of the
revolution and politics, the symbol of patience and resilience has
soared to the skies.” Rafsanjani
still had critics, however. They
claimed that his liberal economic policies “widened the gap
between the rich and the poor.”
No matter his legacy, Rafsanjani’s
death was mourned by Iranian
citizens across the country.

The Winter Activities Fair
took place on Friday, Jan. 6, marking the end of the first week of
winter term. Along with many
of the regular clubs and societies that were present at the
Fall Term Activities Fair, like
the Greek societies, Sustainable
Lawrence University Garden
(SLUG), Lawrence University
Native Americans (LUNA), Tropos,
Rowing Club and Sailing Club,
there were new ones as well.
Present this term was the
Band Booking Committee (BBC),
which books bands to play at
Lawrence. “These aren’t student
bands,” senior Ridley Tankersley
clarified. “They’re from outside
sources.” BBC is an organization,
according to Tankersley, that has
been around for a long time, but
they recently started reworking
how they are running it and also
wanted a fresh start.
Prescribed
Escape
Productions (PEP), a theatre
group on campus, had a table
with information about auditions
for their winter performance of
Shakespeare’s “Pericles.”
Another table was GivePulse’s
volunteer table, which gave information and registered students to
volunteer on Martin Luther King,
Jr. Day on Jan. 16. There are many
volunteer opportunities available
that day near campus such as animal care and socialization at Woof
Lodge & Rescue, donation sorting
at Bethesda Thrift Store, urban
farm and park space gardening,
providing arts programming to
youth at the Boys & Girls Club,
and many more. Some on-campus
activities include joining other
clubs like Fiber Arts to knit/crochet blankets for the homeless,
Greenfire to create and distribute
reusable bags and SLUG.

like us on
facebook!

/Lawrentian
Germany
The country recently chose
its “ugliest word of the year”:
“volksverraeter,”
meaning
“traitor of the people.” The
word is widely thought to
carry Nazi undertones and is
often flung at political figures,
usually by right-wing demonstrators. It is described as the
ultimate put-down because
it is meant to discredit someone’s opinions. The word has a
historical context—“Voelkisch”
was used by the Nazis to set
Germans apart from Jews and
other “inferiors.” While visiting a refugee center in August
2015, Chancellor Angela
Merkel had the term shouted
at her. Vice Chancellor Sigmar
Gabriel stuck up his middle
finger after being heckled by
demonstrators, calling them
“young, aggressive, swearing
and ready-for-violence Nazis.”
The 2016 “ugliest word of
the year” was “postfaktish,” meaning “post-factual.”
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The World Music Created
“Degausser”

Now in
COMIC form!

A series of short fiction pieces continuing the stories told in concept albums.
This week’s article is inspired by Brand New’s “Degausser.”
because it doesn’t make sense. with their faults and the ways in
Tia Colbert
which they made themself who
Life doesn’t make sense.
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
After being chewed up and they were. I had started to make
Life is scary. Of course, I mean spit out too many times, trying peace with myself.
this in the most cliché way pos- becomes fraught and there’s
Life, though, life knows no
sible. It’s unpredictable, it knows no point anymore. No point in grace. So, life did not think twice
no extremes. No—those concepts fighting and losing, dealing with before it took them away from
are man-made. Life has no obliga- punches whose force you can me. Carpet gone again, I wanted
tion to adhere to things that are never anticipate even when you to throw the towel in. I knew I
comprehensible. Like, how you see them coming from miles away. couldn’t.
can have everything you think you
Then, it turns around and
I had made too much progwant—only for it to be swept out rebuilds everything around you, ress, and I owed it to myself to
from under your feet by the small- better than you could have ever keep going. Even as my heart disest connection of events. How it imagined because life has no agreed, I knew I could live and
can feel like the end of everything imagination. Life only is.
love again.
you have known.
My life was ready to end, or
I guess, what I’m trying to say
Yeah, life does that.
rather, I was ready to be finished is: I forgive life. Even though it is
At a certain point, you begin with it. But, like the cliché that I above morals, hope, and reason,
to believe in some sort of divine am, I found someone who made I forgive life, because I could have
meddling force, interrupting your the small things and some of the ended up without ever experiencevery good thing, prolonging the big things life threw at me worth ing heart-wrenching love like I
bad. Then, you begin to believe it. I still had my bad days, I was did, and I think everyone deserves
it is you. You are the creator, the still grey on the inside, cold as a little bit of that.
destroyer, and you become stuck ever on the outside. I was still me,
So, I forgive you, life. And I
but found the track to a better me. thank you.
“Goodbye to sleep.
I was me, and I was a little
bit of them, too. I made peace
Goodbye to love.”

Seniority Report
New Year, Same You

Leigh Kronsnoble
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

With the start of both a new
calendar year and a new academic term, resolutions to make
this year better than the last rampantly abound, web pages and
Facebook friends offering the best
practices for a new year, new you.
While always well-intentioned, an opportunity to utilize
the symbolism of beginnings for
renewal and improvement, these
resolutions can be resoundingly
vague in their conviction to “let
it go” or in their generic determination to “be more present.”
Certainly, these types of resolutions work for some folks but
often fall short without a more
tangible place to start.
It’s Winter Term at Lawrence,
where beyond everyone’s favorite
pastime of commenting on the
cold, it’s also an easy time to get
consumed by work or isolated
indoors. We may bring with us a
laundry list of to-dos for improvement that begin with dutifully
dragging ourselves to the gym the

first week of class to get in shape
or promising ourselves that this
is the year we will finally visit
a given city, yet these intentions
can quickly become cluttered by
consistent conflicts of obligation
and duty (real or imagined) that
emerge daily.
Rather than making a pact
with the new year to “do more”
and to “be better” in abstract
terms, it may be more helpful to
start small and to use the time
and space we already have to do
something that is attainable like
reading a novel, watching a show
or visiting a friend at another
school—activities and goals for
yourself that are achieved in the
everyday.
It’s not likely that taking
small steps will always bring you
the success and invigoration to
accomplish whatever you set your
mind to—who does that happen
to—but adding meaning to the
day-to-day in small ways that are
about you, regardless of what new
ground it is breaking—or not—
can be just as important as the
big stuff.

SPORTS
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Hockey falls to Concordia University Track runs the loop of death
Tina Schrage

Jason Fast

_____________________________________

_____________________________________

Lawrence
University’s
Hockey Team fell short this weekend in two competitive games
against Concordia University
Wisconsin. Concordia, 9-4-1 overall and 6-3-1 in the Northern
Collegiate Hockey Association
(NCHA), hosted the first game on
Jan. 6. The Viking’s, 4-8-1 overall
and 3-4-1 in the NCHA, hosted the
other on Jan. 7.
The Vikings started off strong
in the first game at Concordia
on Friday with freshman Matt
Beranek’s first collegiate goal,
assisted by freshman Daniel Gysi,
and senior Sean Reynolds at the
8:04 mark in the first period. Later
in the first period, Concordia’s
Jim Pearson tied the game at 1-1,
assisted by Tanner Bull and Dante
Hahn. At the 13:28 mark of the
second period, Reynolds scored
a short-handed goal assisted by
freshman Carson Knop to put
the Vikings back on top at 2-1.
Concordia’s Jon Brumewell tied
up the game in the third period
at the 6:14 mark with the help
of Anthony Pickering and Taylor
Gauld. On a power play, Concordia
pulled ahead to 3-2 with a goal
from Josh Adkins assisted by Jake
Switzer and Adam Fauchoux at
the 12:14 mark. With 7:12 remain
in the period, the Vikings tied the
game with Knop’s first collegiate
goal, assisted by Blake Roubos,
junior, and Jake Drinkard, freshman. With twenty seconds left,
Concordia’s Switzer scored the

One evening you decide to
go visit some friends. You head
out of your dorm like you have
hundreds of times before, only
this time bundled up head to toe
like you are headed on an Arctic
expedition, all the while you
are thinking “I wonder if security would believe I was scared of
the cold air and give me a ride?”
Suddenly out of nowhere there
is a large group of people running at you full speed and yelling
“move,” or “look out!” You wonder
“who are these people?” “Do they
realize how cold it is?” “Is there
some type of running gang making its way through Appleton?”
These people are members of
your Lawrence University Indoor
Track & Field team. We practice
outside in the winter not because
we lack the ability to feel cold or
we enjoy self-torture, but because
we have nowhere else to practice.
With the size of the jogging track
in the Buchanan Kiewit Wellness
Center, the entire team can not fit
up there all together—and it was
not designed to handle the speeds
at which we run, hence why it is
called a jogging track—so we have
half or more of our team out training on a 500-meter loop around
campus. This seems crazy and we
all appreciate the irony of having
an indoor Track & Field team that
practices outside, but this is the
best we have. We are tough and
we make the absolute best of it!
The loop we run begins at

the brick walkway that connects
the Wellness Center to Sampson
House and goes down towards
Hiett Hall. After passing the front
doors of Heitt, the loop heads
around the security gate turns
right again at Ormsby Hall. The
loop makes a quick left towards
the front of Main Hall, over the
seals. At the front of Main Hall,
the loop veers to the right and
heads back towards Sampson
house, past the Giving Day Clock,
finishing where it starts on the
brick walk way. The reason I tell
you this is to help prevent serious injuries to you as well as the
student-athletes I coach. We have
had some very close calls and collisions and I don’t want this to
be the year we send someone to
the hospital. So if you happen to
be walking along this loop anytime between 4:45 p.m. and 7 p.m.
please be alert. If you hear someone yelling at you please understand they are not mad at you, it
is the opposite actually; they care
for you so much that they do not
want to collide with you while
running full speed. Also understand that we would definitely be
more polite given more time and
more access to oxygen so please
do not take the tone or shortness personally. If you encounter
the team either stand completely
still until everyone is by you or
just briefly hop off the sidewalk.
If you have problems with any of
the runners please connect with
me personally at jason.fast@lawrence.edu. Happy Winter Term
everyone!

are not quite enough to win bowl
games. Michigan lost 33-32.
The very next day saw
Alabama square off with
Washington as Clemson took on
Ohio State University in the playoff games. Alabama’s top-ranked
defense held Washington to just
one first-quarter touchdown, and
the foot was down the rest of
the way. ‘Bama QB Jalen Hurts
only threw for 57 yards, but the
rushing attack was unrelenting,
leading to a final score of 24-7.
The Clemson-Ohio State matchup, as mentioned earlier, would
be enjoyable for a Michigan fan
who didn’t care about the Big Ten.
OSU coach Urban Meyer, known
for doing well in big games, was
unable to orchestrate any success
against a ridiculously talented
Clemson team. It looked close,
until the coin toss.
Because of NFL play on New
Year’s Day, the bowls commonly
played on Jan. 1 were postponed
a day. One of the least-heralded
saw Florida trounce Iowa, 30-3.
Wisconsin played a slightly updated version of the University of
Wisconsin ground game against
undefeated Western Michigan.
The defense held Coach PJ Fleck
in check most of the game as the
Badgers held on to with 24-16.
In the Rose Bowl shootout, the University of Southern
California played Penn State. With
more scoring than any previous
Rose Bowl Game, the defensive
coordinators were left hoping to
not give up too much each drive.
USC’s talent was on display, while
Penn State rallied around quarterback Trace McSorley gunslinger
style. Leading 49-35 at the beginning of the fourth, Penn State’s
offense watched from the sidelines as USC was able to continue
carving up their defense, leading
to two touchdown to tie the game

with just over a minute to go. A
few plays later, the USC defense
snagged an interception, which
was returned to very near field
goal range. As time expired, the
field goal sealed the Rose Bowl
for USC, in which 102 points were
scored.
A rematch of last year’s
national championship game,
Alabama and Clemson faced off
Jan. 9 to determine who would be
crowned the best. The first three
quarters felt like the Alabama
football that had won them 26
consecutive games leading up to
this point. They then uncharacteristically allowed points in the
fourth quarter.
Starting the final frame up
24-14, Clemson QB drove the
Tigers down the field twice against
the vaunted Alabama defense to
take the lead with roughly fourand-a-half minutes remaining. A
more appropriate Alabama drive
followed, punching it in with two
minutes to go. A final march down
the field for Clemson, capped by a
tenth reception and second touchdown for Hunter Renfrow from
two yards away with a single second remaining sealed the game for
the Tigers. National Champions.
The Playoff setup has been
questioned, examined, put to the
test, reexamined, and the like.
Some have proposed an eightteam playoff would be more effective. I believe the current system
could be tweaked to be more effective, but I understand the end-all
of the whole shebang is to make
money. The conference championship games are able to provide a
final game of revenue, with extra
hype, for these teams. However,
winning your conference should
be rewarded anyway. Ohio State
should not have gotten into the
playoff. But what’s done is done,
and a champion was crowned.

Track and Field Coach

Staff Writer

Lawrence’s home arena is the Appleton Family Ice Center, a few miles from campus.
Photo by Tia Colbert

game winning goal, assisted by
Bull and Pearson, with a final
score of 4-3. The Vikings’ freshman Evan Cline stopped 37 shots
and Concordia’s Jack Romanuik
stopped 28 shots.
Concordia was off to a quick
start at Lawrence with a goal at
the 2:22 mark of the first period
with a goal from Eric Therrien,
assisted by Barndt Weldon
and Gauld. Pearson expanded
Concordia’s lead against the
Vikings to 2-0 at the 11:06 mark,
assisted by Hahn and Bull. The
Vikings cut the lead to 2-1 in the
second period by sophomore Josh
Koepplinger’s power play goal,
assisted by juniors Austin Frank
and Lane King at the 6:27 mark.
Within the first two minutes of
the third period, the Vikings were
able to tie up the game with a goal
from Roubos assisted by Knop.

Concordia gained the lead again at
the 7:10 mark from Connor Hogg,
assisted by Jared Pilet and Bull.
A little over three minutes later,
Concordia scored again with an
unassisted goal from Brumwell,
making the game 4-2. Roubos
scored again at the 11:28 mark to
make it 4-3, with assists credited
to Drinkard and Knop, but the
Vikings were unable to score a
fourth time to tie the game up. The
Vikings’ senior Mattias Soderqvist
stopped 31 shots, while Romanuik
stopped 37 shots.
Despite these two losses,
Lawrence University’s Hockey
Team is doing its best to pull
out some wins for its remaining games. The Vikings’ will not
return home until Jan. 27, but they
have a set of away games at Aurora
University on Jan. 13 and 14.

Hoesley scored 13 points. Reeves
also had seven rebounds in the
game. Junior Lauren Delveikis
added nine points and dished
out four assists. Senior Aubrey
Scott also had a solid game, finishing with eight points and seven
rebounds. With the loss, the Lady
Vikes fell to 2-9 on the season and
0-6 in conference play.
The men followed the
women’s game, also taking on
Monmouth (2-9, 2-4 MWC). The
Vikings got off to a good start
scoring the first four points of the
game. The first half of the game
featured seven ties and one lead
change. The Vikings’ largest lead
was seven points and Monmouth
did not lead until there was less
than a minute in the half; however, the half ended in a tie at 31.
Lawrence jumped out to a fivepoint lead within the first minute of the second half. Monmouth
lead for about a minute with just
over 12 minutes left to go in the
game before the Vikings went on
a 11-0 run to take the lead by
10 with just under nine minutes
left. Lawrence lead by a margin
as wide as 11 points with eight
minutes remaining, but they were
unable to put the Fighting Scots
away as Monmouth continued to
hang around cutting Lawrence’s
lead to just two points on multiple
occasions. In the end, the Vikings
held on for the 66-62 victory.
Three Vikings scored in double figures: junior Ben Peterson
had 14 points in the victory; junior
Jeremy Stephani added 12 points;
and junior Eric Weiss scored 10.
Senior Mitch Willer led the team
with eight rebounds in addition
to his nine points. The victory
improved the Vikings’ record to
4-6 with a conference record of
4-2, good enough for fourth place.

Wesley Hetcher

Basketball faces Monmouth College football ends: We’ve had a bowl

Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

It is a busy time to be a
Lawrence basketball player. In the
thick of their conference season,
the Men’s and Women’s Basketball
Teams made the long journey
down to Monmouth College
for a double header against the
Fighting Scots on Saturday, Jan. 7.
The Lawrence University
Lady Vikings kicked off the afternoon of basketball at 1 p.m.
Monmouth (2-9, 2-4 Midwest
Conference [MWC]) got off to a
fast start in the first quarter leading by a margin as wide as six
points. However, the Lady Vikes
surged at the end of the quarter tying the Fighting Scots twice.
Monmouth ended the first quarter
on top with an 18-16 lead. The
second quarter followed a similar
theme as Monmouth built up an
eight-point lead, 24-16, just over
a minute into the quarter. Once
again the Lady Vikes fought back
going on a 7-0 run over a span
of almost three minutes to cut
Monmouth’s lead to one. The half
ended with Lawrence down just
two as the Fighting Scots lead
35-33.
The start of the third quarter
featured a tight score until the
Lady Vikes’ shooting went cold
for over five minutes allowing
Monmouth to amass an 11-point
lead. Lawrence was able to cut
into Monmouth’s lead in the last
minutes of the quarter as they
entered the fourth quarter down
only seven, 53-46. The fourth
quarter belonged to the Fighting
Scots as they added to their lead
eventually winning the game
72-57. The duo of sophomore
Leah Reeves and junior Oliva
Hoesley lead the Lady Vikes in
scoring as they both reached double figures. Reeves put up 14 and

See page 10

Staff Writter

_____________________________________

With more than 40 bowl
games played in the last month,
and the NFL entering the playoffs,
there has been plenty of football
to watch. The college season in
particular ended in one of the
more exciting ways possible.
I will start by responding
to my earlier claims. I had said
before that the Big Ten was the
best conference in college football.
At the time, four teams were in
the top ten, and ended with six
fairly prominent bowl positions.
However, they collectively went
3-7 in bowl play. Coupled with
the utterly embarrassing shutout
loss by Ohio State to Clemson, I
apologize for my unbridled faith
in grind-it-out football.
Throughout the past weeks,
there were many great games.
On Dec. 30, Nebraska started
strong but couldn’t keep up with
Tennessee, who pulled away at
the end to win 38-24. Stanford
held off North Carolina 25-23, in
what can be described as a “wild
finish.” Trailing late, the Tar Heels
tried to replicate magic that had
brought them two last-minute
wins early on against Pittsburgh
and Florida State. They were able
to bring it within two points by
way of a scramble-drill laser from
QB Mitch Trubisky, but the twopoint conversion looking like an
identical playcall wasn’t nearly as
successful.
Later that day, Michigan,
playing without Heisman finalist
Jabrill Peppers, took on Florida
State in a matchup of stout defense
against strong offense. A nail-biter
that saw stellar performances by
Dalvin Cook and Nyquan Murray
of FSU—including a last-minute
TD reception—showed that Jim
Harbaugh’s antics in Ann Arbor
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Vikings of the Week
Mattias Soederqvist
Hockey

Daniella Millin
Swimming

by Shane Farrell

by Arianna Cohen

STANDINGS
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
Cornell
Illinois
Ripon
St. Norbert
Knox
Grinnell
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Beloit
Lawrence

MWC
6-0
5-1
5-1
4-2
3-3
3-3
2-4
2-4
0-6
0-6

OVR
8-3
8-3
7-3
7-4
6-5
5-6
3-8
2-9
2-9
2-9

MEN’S BASKETBALL

Photo by Emei Thompson

Today I got to talk to with senior Mattias Soederqvist. Over
break Soederqvist, goalie for the Men’s Hockey Team, won Defensive
Player of the Week for the sixth time in his career. Soederqvist
stopped a season-high 42 shots to help the Viking beat the sixthranked Auggies. This was Lawrence Hockey’s first win over a ranked
team since defeating St. Scholastic in 2014.
Shane Farrell: How is the enthusiasm for hockey here in the
Midwest compared with back home in Sweden?

Mattias Soederqvist: I’d say it’s bigger here and in the U.S. overall. Sweden is a relatively small country where people mostly care
about soccer. However, we usually do pretty well in international
tournaments!
SF: You played for the Indiana Ice before coming to Lawrence,
what was that experience like?

MS: It was a great learning experience for me. I was there for six
months and learned a lot about myself. I moved straight from
high school over to the U.S., and it definitely was a little bit of an
adjustment period. Looking back it’s one of the better things that
happened to me, even though it was tough at times back then.

SF: You are almost half way through the season, how do you feel
the team is performing?

MS: We have a great team this season. We have all the components
we need to be really successful, and I am excited for the second
half!
SF: Do you have plans to play hockey after college?

MS: I am going to give all I have here for now. I have three months
left of my college hockey career and I don’t want to focus on what
is coming after. I have a couple of different job offers, and have also
applied to grad school so we will see.

SF: During the game against Augsburg you stopped 42 shots, a
season high, were you happy with your performance?
MS: It was a big win for all of us. I was happy with my performance, but as always in ice hockey, it was a team effort. We were
persistent and kept to our game plan all night which paid off in
the third period.
SF: How big of a win was it beating a ranked Augsburg team?

See page 10
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This week, I chatted with senior swimming standout Danielle
Millin. Danielle has made great strides since her freshman year,
including breaking a record in her sophomore season. Danielle is
looking forward to the bittersweet end of a wonderful swimming
career.
Arianna Cohen: How does it feel to be in your final season as a
Viking?
Danielle Millin: It’s definitely bittersweet. I think I am more motivated than ever to achieve my goals before it comes to an end, but
I am also trying to enjoy myself and make as many memories as
possible.
AC: Congratulations on being awarded a Midwest Conference
honor this past December. What are some things that you believe
contribute to your success?

DM: The support of my teammates has always been a big factor.
I’ve always been surrounded by really great role models who have
pushed and inspired me to achieve my very best. I’ve also always
had a passion for the sport that has only gotten stronger throughout my college career.
AC: What are some personal as well as team goals you have for the
rest of the season?
DM: Personally, I would like to finish this season with personal
best times. As a team, I would like to see our record board get a
few updates, particularly our 200-Yard Freestyle Relay. It would
also be great if we could earn conference runner-up at championships this year.

AC: Looking back on your four years, could you name one moment
that really stood out to you on the swim team?

DM: The highlight of my career so far would be breaking the 400Yard Individual Medley record my sophomore year. I remember
the whole team yelling at the end of my lane and cheering for me
at the finish. The whole meet that year was really exciting with so
many incredible swims by the whole team.

AC: If there is one thing you could say to any incoming freshman
about succeeding on the swim team what would it be?
DM: I would let them know that you get out what you put in. The
support you show to your teammates will always be reciprocated,
and all the hard work in the water during the year will pay off in
the end.

Lawrence Fencing performs well at Badger Open
Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Last week the Lawrence
Fencing team began their season with the Badger open at the
University of Wisconsin. Both the
men’s and women’s teams came
out focused and ready to win.
The lady Vikings completely
ransacked their opponents, win-

ning 4-0 versus the Big Ten institutions. They defeated Wisconsin
10-8, 16-2 against Iowa, and had
dramatic wins over both Illinois
(19-8), and Minnesota (20-7).
Freshman Allison Kim and junior
Natalie Hagopian were unbeaten,
while seniors Annabelle Tsai,
Lauren Phillips, and freshman
Carson Becker also had good
bouts. The team overall did an

excellent job and represented
Lawrence well with such an outstanding start to their season.
The men’s team also did
not disappoint, with a 4-1 overall score. They had some tight
duals with Wisconsin (14-13),
and Northwestern, who did
defeat them 12-6. But they came
back with stunning wins against
Minnesota (24-3), Illinois (15-12),

and Iowa (25-2). Junior Joe Davis,
freshman Jakub Nowak, and sophomore Nathan Schlesinger all did
extremely well, and their team
had a great finish. With a sweep
of the competition at the Badger
Open, Lawrence is proud of our
fencing team. After such a strong
start, be sure to see their upcoming competition of Jan. 28 and 29
at the DiCicco Duals!

TEAM
Ripon
St. Norbert
Grinnell
Lawrence
Cornell
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Beloit
Knox
Illinois

MWC
6-0
6-0
4-2
4-2
3-3
3-3
2-4
1-5
1-5
0-6

OVR
10-1
9-2
7-4
4-6
5-6
5-6
2-9
3-8
1-10
3-8

HOCKEY
TEAM
Adrian
Concordia
Lake Forest
Marian
Aurora
MSOE

NHCA
South
9-1
6-3-1
5-5
5-5
3-5
2-4-2

North
St. Norbert
6-1-1
St. Scholastica 5-3
Lawrence
3-4-1
Northland
3-6-1
Finlandia
0-10

OVR
10-3-2
9-4-1
9-6
7-7-1
3-10
5-5-3

10-2-1
7-6
4-8-1
5-8-1
0-15

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchahockey.org
January 11, 2017

LU SPORTS
TRIVIA
Question:
This Lawrence coach
is bringing their team
to their alma mater for
the team’s first competition this weekend.
Who is the coach?
What is the school?
Answer to last week’s question:
There was no trivia question last
week.

Answers will be published in next
week’s issue.
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Expanding horizons with Study Abroad
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

________________________________

This Winter Term, many study abroad
returnees are coming back this term with
fresh global perspectives and expanded
horizons. Lawrence has offered study
abroad programs since the 1960s; one
notable program is our very own London
Centre. The London Centre program first
opened in the fall of 1970, and has been
running ever since. Today, Lawrence offers
approximately 55 off-campus study programs in 28 countries. Out of 140 applications, there will be approximately 125 students studying off-campus this academic
year. Typically about 38 percent of each
graduating class at Lawrence has studied
abroad. Nationally, this number is about 9
percent for all undergraduate students.
“Overall, I hope that students gain
academic and intellectual benefits, greater
understanding of other perspectives, and
develop their independence and openmindedness,” Director of Off-Campus
Programs Laura Zuege commented.
Zuege studied abroad when she was
a student at Lawrence. “I participated in
Lawrence’s London Centre program when
I was a junior and it changed everything
about my understanding of education,
myself and what the world might hold for
me,” said Zuege. “Studying abroad exposed
me to what it felt like to engage with a topic
firsthand and find a true love for learning.
I learned a lot about the world from my
experiences traveling and living in a major
world city. Mostly, though, I gained untold
amounts of confidence and direction from
facing the challenge of exploring and learn-

On-Campus
Living with
the RLAs

Andrew Brown
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

The high rate of students who live on
campus sets Lawrence definitively apart
from your average college. With more than
90 percent of students living somewhere on
campus, the Lawrence experience depends
heavily on community living. However, after
even just a term on campus, anyone could
tell you that where there is on-campus life,
there are bound to be complications such as
broken heaters, overworked smoke detectors and, of course, roommate issues.
Luckily, in these situations there is a
team of people that are always ready to take
charge and remedy any problems that may
happen in our living spaces. Residence Life
Advisors (RLAs) are the keys to allow communities on campus to not only survive, but
thrive. At least one RLA is located on every
floor in every residence hall, and each are
full of advice on managing less-than-ideal
roommate situations and how to make the
most out of residential living at Lawrence.
Senior Brett Barnard has been an RLA
for three years and is currently working
in the North Wing of Colman Hall. He has
worked in Colman and Plantz Halls during
the general school year and has also dedicated his time to being a summer RLA in
Trever and Hiett Halls. With Barnard’s vast
amount of experience in this field, it is easy
to imagine that he has seen most of what
comes out of residence life first hand.
“No matter what happens,” Barnard
said, “remember that you can always
come to the RLAs for advice or assistance.”
Barnard also emphasized that an important
aspect of his job is to remain neutral when

See page 8

ing in this environment.”
Senior Rebecca Schachtman, an OffCampus Programs Returnee Experience
Specialist studied in Amsterdam,
Netherlands. Schachtman’s job is to reach
out to students who have just returned
from studying abroad and create a network for them to share their experiences.
Schachtman coordinates different events
and manages the portion of the off-campus
program website with quotes of those who
have returned from abroad.
“Studying abroad gave me a much
more global perspective,” said Schachtman.
“I participated more in class and was comfortable being independent and traveling
by myself. Lawrence will be a much more
globally-aware and active campus community if more students had the opportunity
to study abroad. “
Senior Olivia Gregorich returned from
The Gaiety School of Acting (GSA) in Dublin,
Ireland this winter. Gregorich wanted to
study abroad in Ireland because of her connection to Celtic music, myth cycles and
culture.
“I didn’t know anything about contemporary Irish culture, and I got to learn
in the best possible way,” said Gregorich. “I
was also fortunate to be there during the
centennial of the Easter Rising in the Irish
Rebellion against the British, and the entire
year was filled with artists and theatre and
museum galleries devoted to the historical.”
Besides attending classes, Gregorich had
the opportunity to explore festivals and
museums. “It was fascinating to me how
apparent the oral storytelling inheritance is
in their theatrical writing and performance
styles, and I have gained an even greater
respect for this culture’s unique relationship with language. My own growth in

Senior Rebecca Schatchtman (left) and senior Olivia Gregorich (right) shared their experience studying abroad.
Photo by Larissa Davis

autonomy and self-confidence is marked as
well, and my time there has pushed back
my horizons of what I considered possible
future homes.”
Gregorich described studying abroad
as an invaluable experience in broadening
one’s awareness of the world. “As much
as I loved Ireland, part of me wishes I had
challenged myself to get even further out of
my comfort zone and away from the culture
and lifestyle to which I am accustomed. As
well as helping to reorient yourself in relation to the world, study abroad is an opportunity to re-evaluate one’s self in a fresh
light. The world is so much bigger and more
full of fascination than we like to allow
ourselves to know sometimes, and I think
an essential part of being alive is a healthy,
open curiosity to encounter the unknown. I

cannot imagine a better chance to practice
being braver.”
Study abroad gives students the opportunity for personal and academic growth
while expanding their world view. In various cases, students will increase their
knowledge or skills in another language or
research environment. Students return with
valuable characteristics that are important
when entering the workforce, such as being
able to adapt to a new environment, navigate independently through a situation and
being open to new ideas. Overall, studying
abroad helps undergraduates prepare for
life after Lawrence.

Koala Tea Advice
by Claire Zimmerman
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Japanese students celebrate the age of adulthood
Kate Morton

For The Lawrentian

________________________________________________

Katie Mueller
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

There is no better way to start off the
new term than in the company of close
friends. Attendees of Waseda’s Japanese
Coming of Age ceremony took this sentiment to heart on Jan. 6. The ceremony
honored Japanese students transitioning into adulthood this year by presenting them with gifts and words of wisdom
from friends in front of a small audience.
This ceremony dates back from over one
thousand years, and continues as a time to
celebrate the new responsibilities and lifestyles that come with adulthood, even here
at Lawrence University.
Both four-year full-time students and
exchange students from Waseda University
participated in the event, which was held
in International House and sponsored by
the Waseda program. Amongst those honored in the ceremony were sophomores
Yuta Hayashi and Kazuma Noguchi, Waseda
University sophomores Tatsuya Yarita and
Miyu Ozono, and junior Ashley Dary.
The ceremony is part of an annual
Japanese tradition, which takes place on
the second Monday in January. The celebration honors the Japanese youth who will
be turning twenty over the course of the
year. While Coming of Age Day has only
been a recognized holiday for the last 70
years, writings detailing in its ceremonial
practice have been found written as early
as the late Asuka Period, supposedly in 714
A.D. Records of this ceremony suggest it
originally took place on Jan. 15, which was
usually the same day as the first full moon
of the year.
Originally, there was no fixed age for
this ceremony. For men, adulthood was
based on height. If a boy had grown to
be 136 centimeters tall, they were then
considered an adult, usually making them
between 10 and 16 years old. Similarly, girls
were considered adults anywhere between
the ages of 12 and 16. Nowadays, it is
widely accepted in Japan that twenty is the
age of entrance into adulthood.
In Japanese culture, twenty is a very
important age. At twenty years old, one is
considered an adult, both in society and
before the law. One is allowed more privileges and personal liberties, similar to turning 21 in the United States.
“It’s a huge deal to turn 20,” said
Noguchi. “You can do whatever you wantdrinking, smoking,” explained Hayashi,
another participant.

Students participate in the traditional Japanese Coming of Age ceremony at International House.
Photo by Billy Liu

Besides the added perks, 20, in
Japanese culture, is also an age with many
more recognized responsibilities, which
have been shifted and redefined many
times throughout history. It was not until
1876 that the Meiji Government defined the
age of 20 to be the legal age of adulthood for
both men and women. Furthermore, it was
not until 1948 that the Japanese government chose to recognize the ceremony as
an official holiday.
The choice to define Coming-of-Age
Day as a holiday came about in response
to life after WWII, where much of Japan’s
rebuilding was dependent on the young
people of the nation. So in the hopes of
inspiring confidence and spirit in the lives
of the youth, the very first official festival
for all of those who had turned 20 in the
previous year was held at the Warabi’s
Youth Association in 1946. Since then it has
spread to communities all over Japan.
In Japan, the ceremony is an important
and more formal public event attended
by many people. Participants even wear
a special kind of kimono. “It’s a very big
ceremony,” said sophomore Vicky Liang,
who came to the ceremony in support of a

friend. “They have their family [and] their
friends come.”
The International House’s Coming
of Age Celebration started off with a formal speech recognizing the life of those
Lawrentians who, now at the age of 20,
are considered to have entered adulthood.
Afterwards, the atmosphere of the event
shifted and the room was full of food, music
and community. The experience, however,
was slightly bittersweet for some because
they could not spend the special day at
home with their friends and family in Japan,
as is the custom.
Ozono received a short video from her
family during the ceremony as a special
surprise. Typically, the ceremony would
involve spending time with her loved ones
back in Japan, and participating in the ceremony alongside others her age. “I can’t go
because I’m here”, she said. “I’m a little sad
for that.”
In spite of being so far from home, the
ceremony still held great value to those
involved, who were not able to attend the
traditional ceremony at home.
“It’s really nice to have the ceremony
here at Lawrence because it’s definitely

something that your parents want to see,”
said Dary. “Being over here, away from my
family, it’s sad that my parents can’t see me
like this, but it’s nice to have it celebrated
by close friends.”
The event may not have been exactly
like the ceremony as it is celebrated back
in Japan, but spending time among close
friends was definitely appreciated by all. “It
is very, very fun”, Ozono said of the whole
event.
After the ceremony, attendees spent
the rest of the time enjoying the company
of good friends, listening to music, and
enjoying snacks, including mochi and tea.
Even though the customs and criteria of
Coming-of-Age Day have changed time and
time again, it continues to be celebrated
not only in the communities within Japan,
but all over the world. International House
at Lawrence is always hosting events that
stem from traditions found all over the
world, so take advantage of this opportunity to learn and to experience new traditions
different from your own.

Photo Feature:
Sororities’ Formal Recruitment

Over the past week, three of Lawrence’s five sororities hosted formal recruitment in the Warch Campus Center.
Recruitment consists of three separate rounds designed to allow any individual who identifies as a woman to become
familiar with the different chapters represented on campus. Throughout the week, 47 students visited each of the chapters, learning about their individual values, philanthropies and rituals with the hope that by the end of the process they
might find the right fit.

Sophomore Elisa Carloni works with members of Kappa Alpha
Theta to learn about their philanthropic efforts.

Delta Gamma members get to know their potential new members.

Photos courtesy of Rachel Gregory

Kappa Kappa Gamma members and potential new members
chat about philanthropy.
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Panel presents documentary
on performance anxiety
Bridget Bartal

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

Decoda…

Izzy Yellen
Columnist

______________________

After several events in
Appleton, at Lawrence and
Björklunden, non-profit chamber collective Decoda played
a diverse program this past
Sunday, Jan. 8. The New Yorkbased collective has 30 members performing in different
instrumentations around the
world, providing interactive
and informative performances, often customized for their
audiences. Sunday’s concert
featured Decoda members
James Austin Smith on oboe;
Carol McGonnell on clarinet
and Saeunn Thorsteinsdóttir
on cello; as well as three
Lawrence faculty who are
members: Assistant Professor
of Music Erin Lesser on flute,
Associate Professor of Music
Michael Mizrahi on piano and
Instructor of Music Sumner
Truax on saxophone.
I am going to go right out
and say it: I find it difficult for
me to go to instrumental concerts that lack improvisation
or that are not jazz or avantgarde. It revolves around the
same reasons that nearly every
listener is guilty of—we like the
comfort of something at least
a little familiar, we feel we are
too far behind to catch up on a
new style, there is a gut feeling
that we just do not resonate
with it—the list is probably
infinite. This issue is something I have been working on
mostly through my column, but
in other settings as well. Since
an epiphany last term due to a
choir concert, I feel like I have
been on the right path, and I
was genuinely excited for the
Decoda concert even though I
was not familiar with any of the
program and had not listened
to them before.
The performance began
with a flute and clarinet duet,
following its introduction—a
short note about how to perceive sound. The two raw voices
wove in and out of each other, a
sparky momentum resting only
with slight, occasional lulls. I
engaged with this opener, but
still felt a sense of disconnect
with it and the following piece,
a tranquil yet active flute-oboepiano trio. In my notes, I wrote
“pretty, but lacking context—
why do I not need context for
jazz and the like?” I am still
mulling this question over, but
what interested me most is
that while I was not ultimately
moved by it, I found the music
to be beautiful, pleasing and
engaging while listening deeply
and writing down moments
that stood out.
The next piece, “Mirrors”

by Kaija Saariaho, a flute
and cello duet, was the one
that really started pulling me in. Both Lesser and
Thorsteinsdóttir used unconventional sounds and techniques, making for a densely
packed journey of timbres. I
could feel Thorsteinsdóttir’s
energy pouring through the
cello, across the stage and up
into my feet. I was physically
resonating with the piece and
resonated emotionally soon
after too. This felt energy continued to the next piece, the
oldest in the program, Robert
Schumann’s “Fantasiestücke.”
A three-movement duet with
piano, the piece is usually
played by one instrument and
piano, but Decoda decided to
divvy up the movements so
their performance went from
oboe d’amore to cello to clarinet. With “Fantasiestücke,”
their acute focus on each other
was shown, each playing off of
the preceding musician with
care, while also creating an
individual statement.
The concert undoubtedly
peaked for me at the first piece
back from intermission, Daniel
Bjarnason’s “5 Possibilities.” I
cannot remember any musical gestures from it, so I am
left just with how I felt during certain points. Never before
had I heard a chamber piece
that contained the urgency and
intensity this piece brought
forth. I was cleansed and at
peace, but not in the same way
I usually feel from a meditative
piece. It was as if the music,
once rattling in me, pushed
everything unnecessary out,
leaving only a vehement spirit.
I have never been so moved by
a chamber performance.
What mainly made this
performance drastically difference for me was the unadulterated passion each musician had
for not only making music but
also sharing it with an audience. More often than not, I
have trouble seeing the performers having a good time
on stage during concerts that
are outside of my usual taste.
This may be because (a) my
own preconceived notions
affect my observations or (b)
the performers are not having
an enjoyable experience. I may
be biased, but I have determined it is usually the latter.
Being outward and honest with
how you feel about the art one
is creating can go a long way.
In Decoda’s case, had I seen
an identical program minus
that passion, I firmly believe it
would not have resonated with
me at all.

On Thursday, Jan. 5, the Warch
Campus Center Cinema displayed
“Composed,” a documentary by
John Beder. The film showcased
the realities of performance anxiety for classical musicians and
was sponsored by visiting chamber collective Decoda, the Athletic
and Conservatory Engagement
Committee (ACE) and Lawrence’s
chapter of Sigma Alpha Iota (SAI).
The content can easily be applied
to any type of performance, and
the event was well attended by
both athletes and musicians alike.
After the film, a Q&A panel was
held by Beder.
The documentary presented
performance anxiety through the
stories of musicians. The film stated that 98 percent of performers
have had performance anxiety at
least once. A theme was that most
musicians experience this anxiety,
yet it is widely hidden because
people feel uncomfortable discussing it.
The first half of the film

focused on musicians’ tales of anxiety. Some of these included visible shaking, feeling nauseous and
forgetting how to play a song right
before an audition. One musician
quit playing for nearly a year
because his performance anxiety
upset him so much. Though it
was sometimes morosely relatable, several self-deprecating oneliners by the musicians provided
comic relief, and at moments the
audience could not help but laugh.
The rest of the documentary
focused on solutions for performance anxiety. The film stressed
that one must find the solution
that works for them. Some musicians recommended meditation
and deep breathing before playing. A suggestion that particularly
resonated with me was to imagine
one’s favorite memory of playing
music as one begins to play. One
musician said that every time he
picks up his trumpet, he can picture that happy moment because
he has conditioned himself to do
so.
Another widely used but
generally unspoken solution is

to take beta blockers. For many
musicians, beta blockers can be
used to calm themselves down.
Though some musicians view this
as taboo, it can be an effective way
of controlling anxiety. For other
musicians, it does not work as
well.
Afterwards, during the panel,
Beder was intelligent and well
spoken. He, along with the three
visiting musicians from Decoda
and Director of Athletics Christyn
Abaray answered several questions from the audience. This Q&A
session helped relate “Composed”
to the world of sports while also
containing preciously insightful
stories about a love of playing
music. The audience was advised
that after one has practiced, one
must forget all of it and play with
joy.
The entire documentary was
highly informative and comforting for anyone who experiences
performance anxiety. The film
was extremely well made, and it
reminded the audience that they
are not alone in their struggles.

Lawrence students jam with K. J. Holmes

Lawrence students dance and play their instruments with improvisation specialist K. J. Holmes.
Photo by Angelica Hurtado

RLAs

continued from page 4
dealing with roommate issues,
reminding people that the RLA
rooms are meant to be a private
and comfortable place for people
to deal with their conflicts. “We
have those singles for a reason,”
Barnard said.
Sophomore Madi Gardner is
a first-time RLA in Colman Hall.
“I would say the most important
thing when handling a bad roommate situation is to be proactive,”
Gardner advised. “If you put it off
for too long thinking it will get
better by itself or if you underplay
how you feel when you communicate with your roommate, then
it will only make things harder.”
Gardner continued, echoing
Barnard’s message, “It might be
difficult to approach your roommate, so feel free to reach out to

an RLA for some advice or assistance with this. If it’s a very bad
situation, an RLA can help you
find a more immediate solution.”
This same sentiment
comes from junior Emma Reading,
a second-year RLA in Colman Hall.
Reading feels that the best solution to any issues that may arise
from living with roommates is to
just talk about it. “It can feel super
awkward to bring something up
when it bothers you,” Reading
said, “but it is worth it in the
long run because you can actually overcome the issue and you
will learn how to improve other
relationships in your life by learning to identify what might bother
you and how to solve relationship
issues that arise.”
When it comes to making the most out of your time living in residence halls at Lawrence,
all three of these RLAs agree that
involvement in your hall is the

most important thing.
“Be a part of the community in
any way that you can be,” Barnard
said on this matter. “While it may
not seem like it at first, Lawrence
is a place where virtually anyone can find their niche, with the
residence hall itself serving as a
perfect bubble for you to adjust
to life at Lawrence and try to take
advantage of the community within the hall.”
“Be involved,” Reading
encouraged. “Say hi to people,
know who lives in your dorms. I
was not that person my freshman
year, yet I ended up as an RLA
somehow, and I regret it.”
While residence life on campus may go through its difficult
patches, it is paramount to keep
the community at Lawrence
strong. Thankfully, RLAs are
always there to make on-campus
living comfortable and enjoyable.
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:

MADDY BROTHERTON
Emma Arnesen
Staff Writer

_________________________

Taking classes in both
the college and conservatory has shaped senior Maddy
Brotherton’s musical career at
Lawrence University. Coming
from a musical background with
notable family member musicians and having played violin
for over 16 years, Brotherton
has seen more intersection and
connection between her Violin
Performance major and Russian
minor than most people might
initially think.
“In classical music I tend to
like Russian and French music,”
Brotherton mentions. “I appreciate the kind of textures and
the images that [music] puts in
my mind.” With a background in
Russian history and literature,
she is able to see connections
between what she learns in class
and the different kinds of compositions she plays. “I think I’ve had
experiences here [at Lawrence]
in orchestra that have made
that music more interesting to
me, which is great. I’m finding
a value in it that I don’t tend
to see at first.” Shostakovich,

Prokofiev, Debussy and Ravel are
only some of the many composers that Brotherton enjoys listening to and playing. “The more
perspective I get on the Russian
language and Russian literature
or Russian history, the more
personal context I will be able
to apply to Russian composers I
learn about.”
Brotherton states that
she also wants to learn more
about contemporary music and
find contemporary composers
whose styles she likes. “I think
[the music] we tend to hear most
often can be like most people’s
first impression of contemporary
music: kind of homogenous …
hear[ing] the same idioms over
and over again. Fortunately there
are so many students here [at
Lawrence], composition students
and people that are more in tune
with that scene who probably
have some idea of where I could
look [for more examples of contemporary music].”
Being around other student
musicians at Lawrence and in
orchestra have helped Maddy
explore different musical interests as well as find a strong support system. Before coming to
college Brotherton dealt with

performance anxiety and panic
attacks before solo ensembles
and competitions. However,
classmates
and
Associate
Professor of Music Wen-Lei Gu’s
violin studio have been positive
resources, especially since she is
able to relate to and sympathize
with others who might experience some of the same anxious
feelings about performing.
In addition, she sees the
importance of individuality in
music performance. “I am really
into getting emotionally invested
in what I am playing, and communicating the emotional investment to whoever is hearing, so I
want to find a lot of depth in the
things I am playing.” This trait
is just another impact that Gu
has made on Brotherton both
within the studio and for performance and recitals. “Ms. Gu
has been really supportive and
just really helpful in letting me
know that I do well,” Brotherton
says, mentioning that she was
the most prepared and relaxed
she has ever felt before her
junior recital last year. “Ms. Gu
and I work really well together because she is kind of about
putting [feeling] first.” For her
senior recital, Brotherton will

Photo by Natalie Cash

play the Franck Violin Sonata,
Two Pieces for Violin and Piano
by Rachmaninoff and Bach’s
G Minor Adagio and Fugue on
Saturday, May 20 at 5 p.m. in
Harper Hall.
Post-Lawrence, Brotherton
sees herself spending time back
home in Austin, Texas where
she has connections through her
parents’ musical talent as well
as colleagues she has performed
with. “I want to be able to be in
one place for a while so if somebody comes to me and their band

is looking for a violinist, I can say
‘yes!’ I don’t have to say, ‘I have to
be back at school in two weeks.’”
As for right now, Brotherton is
exploring her many interests and
hopes to find a place she can take
long-term commitments, whether playing in gigs, weddings or
different events. Perhaps a graduate program will catch her eye,
but Brotherton likes to keep an
open mind of where her musical
talent will take her.

Safari Al visits
Lawrence
Elijah Kuhaupt

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

Album Review
Sk8 City High School All-Star Jazz Band’s
“Ranch Generation”
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

______________________

There is nothing quite like
a Sk8 City show. Their tenacious
voracity is omnipresent, rearing its head in dense music and
comedic moments. If you have
seen them, there is no doubt you
have had Easy Mac thrown at
you, laughed at their goofy quips
or stood in awe at a particular
otherworldly musical moment,
with sound wielding a fiery
power unique to this trio surrounding you. It is most likely
the case you have experienced all
three of these. So, when I heard
Sk8 City was going to release an
album, my first question was,
“How are they going to translate
that into a studio recording?”
Of course, that is not possible—so much of their musi-

cal essence is based off building
walls of sound together to shelter the audience, and so much
of their humor relies on interacting with their fans—but they
got pretty dang close with their
debut. The full-length album
boasts all originals with 27
tracks—partly thanks to the 14
improvised interludes, all identically entitled “PLANET SAX!!”
While the album lacks much of
the goofy, dense experience of
their concerts, the music is topnotch, possibly even more so on
the record. At points their playing does not have the urgent and
sporadic carefreeness so present
live, but this does not hinder
their creativity and their ability
to constantly put themselves out
there.
A favorite track was the
final “t,” a washed out, trippy jam
that is sure to leave the listener

both disoriented and lulled into
a calmer state, an interesting end
to an otherwise chaotic, ear-splitting record. “Ranch Generation”
captures the grindcore spirit and
melds it with improvisation successfully, and from the grating
sax call in the beginning to the
subtler ending, it will keep the
listener hooked and alert, ready
to mosh and headbang along.
Sk8 City High School All-Star
Jazz Band is senior and tenor saxophonist Sam Pratt, senior and
drummer Ridley Tankersley and
guitarist Christian Carroll ’16.
You can find “Ranch Generation”
as well as other releases at
<sk8city.bandcamp.com>.

On Friday, Jan. 6 at 9 p.m. in
WLFM, hip-hop artist, poet and
Wisconsin native Safari Al visited
Lawrence for a short showcase of
his recent work as an artist residing in Milwaukee. This showcase
was part of Al’s Silt Rifle Promo
Tour—a short two-week tour of
the Midwest in promotion of his
recently released zine Silt Rifle.
This zine showcased Safari Al’s
poetry, art, printmaking and production knowledge and wrapped
it together into a physical zine
with an accompanying tape of
instrumentals sold as a set. This
set was sold exclusively to his
supporters on Patreon, a website where individuals can support their favorite artists with a
monthly donation, usually being
able to receive something back
in appreciation for their monthly
gift.
The show began with a performance from one of Lawrence’s
newest upcoming bands—the duo
Cyberspliff—the collaborative
partnership between sophomores
Annie Connolly and Lilly Donlon.
Their act comprises songs—a
mixture of originals and covers—
sang into microphones while running the vocal samples through
a series of guitar pedals. This
effect on the voice is thoughtful

and entertaining. At this show,
Cyberspliff performed only one
song—their excellent rendition of
the ‘70s hit Needles & Pins by The
Searchers. The next set was a solo
acoustic set by veteran Lawrence
band member and senior Ridley
Tankersley, formerly of Wild Firth
and Sk8 City High School All-Star
Jazz Band. In his solo act, Ridley
performedw a mixture of poppunk inspired vignettes composed
throughout his college years.
After Tankersley, Safari Al
took the stage for a short halfhour set of his newest work—his
Silt Rifle zine. Al performed several poems from the zine while
delivering the lines over the
smooth, sample-heavy production
from his instrumental tape. Safari
Al’s delivery was fantastic—a mixture of rapping and talking that
played the space incredibly well.
Safari Al’s set was soon over, and
the small, intimate space filled
with applause as he finished his
last piece.
Safari Al played a tremendous show with lots of help from
Cyberspliff and Ridley as his openers. Overall, this quiet, intimate
WLFM concert was the perfect
start to the term on a cold Friday
night.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Prioritize Student Housing
Walking Lawrence’s campus, one is presented with many buildings in a varying state of upkeep. At
one end of the spectrum is Sampson House, the office of the President, in pristine condition. At the other
end is Sabin House, the former house of Greenfire and several other campus organizations throughout
the years. However, Sabin House has recently been the recipient of thousands of dollars of construction,
turning the old campus residence into a functional space so it can be used for administrative support and
the office space of Reverend Dr. Linda Morgan-Clement.

Until this year, Sabin House served as a Lawrence University small house: a residence hall for qualifying student organizations. Over its tenure in this role, Sabin House was allowed to fall into an alarming
state of decay. It was simply not maintained. Residents complained of chipping paint, as well as the need
for a sidewalk to the back (quad side) door to allow for accessibility in the winter, and connection to the
rest of the quad buildings. These complaints and requests fell on deaf ears.
At the end of last academic year, Sabin House ended its time as a residence hall, instead becoming
the office of the Julie Esch Hurvis Dean of Religious and Spiritual Life. When Sabin house entered this
new role, it received a major renovation. Students watched during Fall Term as windows were replaced,
the exterior walls were repainted and a new sidewalk was poured, connecting the back door of Sabin
House to Meade Street and to the sidewalk connecting all of the quad buildings. Seemingly, structural
issues with the building were not pressing enough when the building was a student residence.
Sabin House is not the only office located in a former small house. Raymond House hosts the Office
of the Dean of Students. Sampson House serves as the office of the president. These offices are kept in
great condition: no small feat when considering that Sampson House is one of the oldest buildings on
campus. Money is being spent to maintain these offices as student housing slowly decays.

Other small houses face similar maintenance issues to Sabin House. In the small house at 742 E.
Boldt Way (ORC) the heat was not working for the entirety of first week. Residents were able to see
their own breath in their rooms do to the severe low-temperature weather during first week. At time of
publication, the heat has only in the past few days started to work again. The small house at 221 N. Union
(the former Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia residence) has also been in a state of disrepair for the past several
years. A few problems noted by residents were mice, mold, asbestos in the basement and faulty electrical wiring—which meant distrust of the fire alarm. Another issue at Sinfonia was a hole in the roof of an
upstairs room that was not fixed by Facilities even after it was brought to their attention.

Small houses are not the only campus residences to suffer inadequate maintenance. Many of the
dorms also suffer from unresolved maintenance issues. In Colman Hall, the elevator cannot be counted
on to function. In Colman’s older wing, the bathrooms are in desperate need of renovation.
While many maintenance needs are left unattended, campus has addressed some. The Colman lofts
and new lounge are a welcome and beautiful addition to the dorm. Additionally, the redone bathrooms
in Ormsby are far better than the old bathrooms. However, these token gestures are not sufficient
when other buildings still have massive issues, and money is being spent to spruce up office spaces in
Raymond, Sabin and Sampson houses.
All in all, campus maintains a high standard of maintenance for its offices, but not for its student
residences, even when severe maintenance issues are present in student residences. This shows a lack
of regard for student needs. This issue is made worse by the fact that students are required to live in
university housing. Campus needs to do a better job with the upkeep of student housing.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Jonathan Rubin at jonathan.c.rubin@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be more than 350 words.

Love, Healing and
Envisioning a New World

Guil Louis
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

As CODA chair and a student
organizer, I am going to be very
honest. People of color and other
marginalized folks need to stop
trying to educate their privileged
counterparts. We do not need to
prove to them why racism, sexism,
homophobia and class struggles
exist. The symbolic rise of Trump
to power shows that these insidious ideologies are very much alive
and they have and will continue
to structure, the social and political arenas of America for years to
come.
As a queer man of color, I
do not feel the need to justify
to straight white men the reason
why POC needed a separate space
to heal amongst each other. I do
not feel that I need to explain
why marginalized folks wanting a separate space to process
the election was not segregation.
The reality is that we just do not
have time to explain ourselves,
because the years to come will be
a fight to preserve our voices, our
mental health and even our lives.
More than ever it time for those
who live on the margins to care
about themselves and their communities, because on Nov. 9, 2016,
Americas basically said they do
not care about us.
I am writing this article for
oppressed groups, and I want to
say: you matter. Your voice matters your dreams and aspirations
for a better world matters. More
than ever we are going to have

Basketball

continued from page 4
Both teams get about a week
off the rest, recover, and improve
before hosting Cornell College at
Alexander Gymnasium on Friday,
Jan. 13. The women start play at
5:30 p.m., followed by the men
and 7:30 p.m. They then will have

to prove ourselves in the face of
adversity and pain. Some of us
will feel invalidated and unloved,
but there is no mistake that love is
around us. You have a community
of people who care and cherish
you, and like you, dream of a better future. The recent result of the
election did not kill those dreams,
it just made us realize that we
have to fight harder than before to
make them a reality.
We need to infiltrate—we
need to take over Academia, the
arts, institutions like government,
schools and medicine to create
a paradigm shift. To change this
economy of hate and violence to
one of love, empathy and compassion. But before we do that,
we need to be healthy and take
care of ourselves so that we can
get our degrees which will enable
us to create change. It is OK to
grieve and be angry, but the way
in which we harness that rage and
anger can be through our talents
and a burning desire to envision a
new world. But before we do that,
let us reflect, love, learn to navigate the structures that oppress
us. Audre Lorde once said that
“The master’s tools cannot dismantle the master’s house.” But
the slave built the master’s house
and regardless of popular belief,
slaves have minds of their own.
America has become a plantation
for marginalized bodies. We can
alter those tools beyond recognition, and then it will be possible
for the master’s house to be dismantled. We can do it!

a quick turnaround as Illinois
College comes to town for games
on Saturday, Jan. 14 at 1 p.m. and 3
p.m., once again women followed
by men. The men will be looking to improve their conference
standing as the women look for
their first conference win.

Celebreties, Anxiety and Mental Health Awareness
Emma Fredrickson
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

A few days ago, Kendall
Jenner published a couple posts
on her app detailing how she
has been struggling with anxiety
during this past year. She talked
about learning how to cope with
panic attacks by doing everything from breathing exercises
to painting her room a calming
shade of pink. Now normally,
Kardashian/Jenner-related news
is not something I pay attention
to, but this story caught my eye.
I, like so many other people, deal
with a type of anxiety that, at
any moment, threatens to put my
day on hold, renders me incapable
of doing anything but panicking
and hoping for it to pass. Before
I came to Lawrence, I was never
comfortable talking about my

mental health, and refused to get
myself any kind of help for years
on end. There was a time in high
school when I vomited multiple
times a week due to anxiety and
depression. I lost tens of pounds,
lost hair, was always pale, and
could barely eat. When I eventually did talk to people, both medical professionals and friends, I
got a variety of answers. Some
told me to suck it up, others said
that anxiety and depression were
not real, and my school counselor
told me simply to pray. It took me
a long time before I started sticking up for myself hard enough to
get on medication, but still I have
people in my life who don’t take
my mental health seriously or,
even worse, mock me for it. Even
as I grow more confident talking
about these issues, I still have to
wake up every morning and fight

Viking of the Week: Soederqvist
continued from page 5

MS: It was definitely great to get a win of that caliber heading into break.
It showed that when we do things the way we all have agreed to, we can
beat anybody.
SF: Do you feel proud of winning NCHA Defensive Player of the Week six
times over the course of your career at Lawrence?
MS: I do. As a goalie your job is to give the team a chance to win every
night, and winning league awards like that show you did your job. It
is nothing that I think about a lot, but it is definitely something I feel
proud of.

for the care I deserve and fight the
voice that tells me not to ask for
the help I need.
This is the reason I read about
Jenner’s struggle. If she was a role
model of mine back when I first
trying to cope with my anxiety
and depression, maybe I would
not have waited so long to tell
people how I was feeling—maybe
it would have affected the way
other fans of hers lent me their
support. Maybe having a celebrity
make me feel normal might have
changed my life for the better.
Nevertheless, this announcement of Kendall’s is more than
just an encouraging “it’s OK to
have mental health difficulties!”
PSA. The surnames Jenner and
Kardashian come with a lot of
connotations, whether positive
or negative. Through accidentally
scrolling down too far while read-

ing articles about Kendall and her
anxiety, it was clear to me that
many people believe this confession is simply a publicity stunt,
a ploy to gain sympathy and followers, or just another example
of millennials being crybabies.
One comment even went so far
to say that she was too rich and
too beautiful to be affected by
anxiety. Another mentioned that
now young girls will fake anxiety
to be like Kendall and that mental health issues will be a trendy
fad. Others, however, were overjoyed and moved to see a young,
successful celebrity being honest
about struggling with something
usually kept secret.
The reactions are mixed, as
things in celebrity culture always
are, but there is no denying that
Kendall’s posts spurred conversation. It’s hard to say if this will

change anything, and, if so, whether that change will be positive
or negative. Kendall Jenner struggling with anxiety is not news that
will significantly change my life
in any way, but I won’t underestimate what kind of inspiration it
might instill in others. I believe
that dialogue is important, that
mental health issues should not
be taboo, and for those reasons, I
am encouraged to see these problems in the headlines.
(Other celebrities who have
spoken out about anxiety and
depression: Emma Stone, Jennifer
Lawrence, Sarah Silverman,
Beyoncé, Adele, Oprah, Amanda
Seyfried, Chris Evans, Kate Moss,
John Mayer, and more)

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students,

faculty and community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions
piece except for the staff editorial, which represents a majority of the
editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own
opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
To The Editor,

As you are no doubt aware, the election of the next president and vice president of LUCC will
occur this coming Tuesday. Having seen student interest in LUCC grow with its importance on
campus, I believe this election presents us with the opportunity to place LUCC firmly on the path of
realizing its full potential—as a body that actively represents the values of the community it governs,
works tirelessly to engage with and hear voices from all corners of that community, and strives to
make a positive difference in the life of each community member. I am running for president of LUCC
because I believe in that vision, and I believe my experience and values will allow me to make it our
reality.
In my view, LUCC’s governing values must be grounded in social justice. I am proud to have
played a lead role in opening gender-neutral housing to freshmen this year, drafting and disseminating GLOW’s List of Demands last winter, and working directly with the administration to achieve
real inclusion for our campus’ marginalized communities. As president, I would seek to end LUCC’s
accepted role as a bystander in fight against injustice and dedicate LUCC to the mission of transforming Lawrence into a truly safe and inclusive campus.
However, I understand the part of campus that is apprehensive about the mission of social
justice. They are legitimately fearful for their freedom of thought, their freedom of speech, and
the quality of their education. As the liberal arts tradition suggests, the voices of those who are
concerned about the mission of social justice must not be excluded from the conversation. Instead,
aspiring allies like myself must make it our mission to have these difficult conversations that welcome dissent. Addressing dissent in a constructive way is how we achieve consensus and obtain the
best outcome for all of us. Having served in various leadership roles before and during my time at
Lawrence, I know what it means to build consensus across differences. For the mission of consensus
for real change, I ask for your vote.
Sincerely,
Dan Thomas-Commins ‘18
Chair, LUCC Residence Life Committee
Vice President, GLOW

Remember Trump?
Cassie Gitkin
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Two months ago, campus was
shell-shocked by the results of
the presidential election. Classes
were cancelled and discussions
were opened in classrooms across
every discipline. The entire campus came together to advocate
for safety in a historically difficult
time. Then we all left for break,
and the support train screeched
to a halt.
The eerie silence regarding
Donald Trump’s victory is not
unique to Lawrence. On Nov. 9,
my Facebook feed rang out with
love, protest and support. Then
it all disappeared. The New York
Times continues to dutifully print
Trump’s latest cabinet picks as
we all pretend to be surprised,
and the Chicago Tribune tries to
predict how Obamacare will fare
under the Trump administration—spoiler alert, not well. As
families across the nation fear the
looming inauguration, it seems
that many of us have forgotten
the issues we had with Trump to
begin with.
In case you forgot, Trump
called for a ban on Muslims
entering the country and proposed to track Muslims who are
already American citizens. Trump
bragged about sexually assaulting women. Trump said women
should be punished for having
abortions. Trump mocked a disabled reporter. Trump bullied his
way through every debate. Trump
called Mexicans rapists. Trump
continually objectified and sexualized underage girls along with
his own grown daughter. Trump
said, regarding women, “You have
to treat ‘em like shit.” Seriously.
And when questioned about saying that, he denied it, claiming
that the woman he said that to
was lying. “I didn’t say that. The
woman’s a liar, extremely unattractive, lots of problems because
of her looks.” Apparently, women
who don’t fit Trump’s schema of
attractiveness must be liars.
This is old news. We as a
nation have discussed Trump’s
disgusting rhetoric to no end
and analyzed it from every angle.

What more could there be to
talk about? Trump the Terrifying
Fascist is old news now, and the
fast-paced media has been quick
to skip to the next chapter in
American political history, Trump
the Important Political Player.
However, it is worth remembering just who we as a nation have
elected to our highest position of
power.
We cannot forget that
Trump is a sexist, racist, homophobic, xenophobic, transphobic, Islamaphobic pile of garbage
under a blonde hairpiece. No, he is
not just “exaggerating” or “telling
it how it is.” His hate-fueled words
have claws that have sunk deep
into the American people and created a dangerous environment for
millions of people in their own
country.
We have so quickly forgotten the disgusting rhetoric and
actions taken by Trump, but it is
still worth talking about. I refuse
to move on and support peaceful
bipartisan action. Trump is not,
and never will be, my president.
Because of this, I refuse to support his inauguration. I will not
lend him my ear. I urge you to do
the same.
On Friday, Jan. 20, Donald
Trump will be sworn into office.
As a woman, an American, a Jew,
a daughter, a friend and a human
being, I refuse to acknowledge
him as my president. Instead of
watching his inauguration, I will
continue to vocalize this refusal
and actively reject his dangerous
rhetoric. I encourage others both
on and off the Lawrence campus
to do the same. Regardless of
your political affiliation or level
of support for Trump, his presidency is a source of fear for many
Americans—including but not
limited to Muslims, members of
the LGBTQA+ community, nonbinary people, immigrants, and
women—and it is our duty to continue to rally around our friends
and peers who need support. Just
because the media has grown suspiciously silent regarding the dangers of Trump as president does
not mean that I will be silent. Nor
should you.

New Provost

continued from page 1
was very intimidated and, frankly,
sort of crashed after my freshman year and ended up taking a
year off between my freshman
and sophomore year. That was
partly for financial reasons, but I
also needed to take time off to get
my head together. I had around a
2.0 average, I had problems with
time management, [and] I had
problems figuring out when to
practice. I came back for my sophomore year, but then it became
clear to me that this kind of very
high intens[ity], focused musician
life that the conservatory-trained
people were for was really not the
life for me. So it was a process of
discovery for myself, figuring out
exactly what I wanted to do. I’ve
told this story to students before
and their eyes bug out of their
heads because it’s not a story of
great success. The larger point of
the story, I think, is that you kind
of struggle and you learn from
your struggle, you move forward,
and you don’t give up. This is one
of my stories that I know informs
my conversations when I meet
with students.
As our future chief academic officer, are there changes you
would like to see in how we’re
currently doing things?
I really need to be at
Lawrence for a while before I
have any sense of what needs to
be changed. When I was meeting
with the search committee and
talking with President Burstein,
Provost Burrows and also Dean
Pertl of the Conservatory, I got
a sense of ideas people have of
things that we can sort of think
about together. A great interest, for instance, is in building
an inclusive community across all
spectra of the university, faculty,
staff, students, everybody that I
spoke to. That was a major commitment and that’s a major commitment for me, too.
So they’re fighting [for
Lawrence] to be a place where
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everyone is working together on
that issue, and they see it, correctly, as a long-term commitment for
the college. Then generally on the
academic side I sense that there
is a lot of excitement for interdisciplinary work, and people are
wanting to think about ways in
which aspects of majors can be
combined. There’s a lot of excitement about continuing to explore
ways in which the Conservatory
and liberal arts college can partner together. Those are the kinds
of things I’ll have conversations
with people about and hear folks’
ideas and see what kind of things
bubble to the surface.
As far as increasing diversity and inclusion on campus,
have you had experiences at
other colleges that give you
insights into those things?
Yes! Last year at Lewis &
Clark, as what was the case at
many campuses and I think a little
bit also at Lawrence, there was
a lot of student activism. There
were some campus protests and
a lot of discussion about a lot of
issues having to do with diversity
and inclusion on campus. Some
of it was a little more student
life issues and then some of them
more academic issues. The academic issues that I was, and still
am, working on with students and
faculty at Lewis & Clark center
around hiring faculty, trying to
make for a more diverse faculty,
teaching about our courses and
curriculum. Lewis & Clark has a
general education requirement,
and there are still discussions
happening on this campus right
now among the curriculum community and the faculty about ways
in which that requirement may be
changed or modified with particular attention to increasing diversity in the curriculum.
Also pedagogical practices,
the way faculty teach their courses, it’s often the case that things
will bubble up in the classroom,
sometimes unexpectedly, and faculty can have all the goodwill in
the world, but still be uncertain
about what is the best way for

them to help guide this conversation so that it’s productive and
educational and useful. There are
techniques and ways for people to
learn some skills and also listen
to each other, and that’s some of
the work I’ve been doing at Lewis
& Clark.
At Hamilton, from what was
actually a student initiative, they
have passed a sort of resolution to
begin to address diversity issues
by requiring each major at the
college to have a course or set
of courses that are particularly
required to target diversity and
inclusion in that major, which is
an interesting approach to having
a diversity requirement. I’m not
saying that’s necessarily something Lawrence should do, but it’s
an example of something I know
other campuses are doing.
How would you describe
your leadership style, and how
do you think that will influence
your tenure as provost?
I would describe my style as
highly collaborative. I love conversations; I love hearing other people’s ideas. Something I learned
about myself, actually, when I was
at the conservatory, was that I
was much better as part of an
ensemble than as a soloist. I really
loved being involved in endeavors
that brought a lot of other voices
together to create something bigger than what any one person
could do. It’s absolutely something that characterizes my leadership style as department chair,
then dean, and now as I’m about
to become a provost. It’s just more
fun to have lots of people in the
room and hear lots of different
ideas and then work together to
come to a solution for a particular
problem or to create some sort
of new endeavor that people get
excited about.
Kodat will officially assume
the position of provost on July
1, 2017. Thereafter, Burrows
will be lecturing full time in the
Department of Psychology.
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Have you slipped on the ice yet?
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Submissions by email should
be text attachments.

“No, I’m from Chicago. I’m a
professional anti-slip advocate.”
—Naomi Oster

“I’ve had a couple of experiences in the past two days and
it hasn’t necessarily been, ‘Oh! I’ve fallen and I can’t get up!’
It’s more like, “Ah! Oh god, no!’ More prolonged, dragged out
instances of near death. There was one time this morning…I was
walking past Main Hall and Stietz and there was a patch of ice that
looked like normal ground and I was walking and out of nowhere
I was like, ‘Oh God! Ah! Ah!’ and it went on for a good 20 feet.
Thank god everybody was in class…it was the worst thing.”

—Jose Cedeno

“I fell on my a** three times
yesterday. I slid down half of
the Wriston stairs, it was kind of
awesome actually.”
—Sean Gies

—All submissions to editorial
pages must be turned in to
The Lawrentian no later than
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication.
—All submissions to the
editorial pages must be accompanied by a phone number
at which the author can be
contacted. Articles submitted
without a contact number will
not be published.
—The Lawrentian reserves
the right to print any submissions received after the above
deadline
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—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
—Letters to the editor should
not be more than 350 words.

“No, I walk like a penguin
because I’m from Minnesota and
we know how to do that.”
—Matt Larson
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“She [Holly Butterfield] has, but I
haven’t.”
—Lexi Ames

“I haven’t, but I almost did. I feel
really stupid walking on the ice
because I’m trying not to fall, but
I’m lucky that I haven’t.”
—Ines Valencia-Graul
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Editorial Board
applications
for the spring
2017-Winter 2018
cycle are now
available!
If interested, visit lawrentian.com/apply.
Any questions should be directed to
lawrentian@lawrence.edu.
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Best Traditional Pizza
Best Late-Night Dining
Best Take-Out/Delivery

FREE SUPER-MUNCHEEZ
CHEEZY-BREADSTICKS
with any 14” or 16” Pizza!
FREE DELIVERY!
OPEN 11 A.M.–3 A.M.
www.MuncheezPizzeria.com
600 W. College Ave. Downtown Appleton

